
CHISAGO LAKES HOCKEY TRYOUT
and WAIVER HANDBOOK

YOUTH HOCKEY TRYOUTS – 2021-2022

Tryouts will be OPEN to the public. Tryouts are for observation only, Please refrain from any
Cheering or Yelling

The Youth Hockey Director and the VP of Hockey Operations will determine the number of
teams at each level and the number of players on each team.

When appropriate, head coaches will be named after the 3rd day of evaluations prior to the
evaluation scrimmage. The evaluation scrimmage will include the five (5) bubble players. That
coach will then assist in picking the remaining players.

Qualified evaluators will evaluate players. These evaluators will be unbiased and will not have a
child participating at that level. The evaluators will select the ranking of the players on the team.
The Coach will have the option to pick the last 2 position players on that team. For Example: If
a team is comprised of 12 skaters the top 10 skaters will be on the team automatically, the Head
Coach can pick the last 2 skaters at his discretion from the next 5 skaters (11-15). If a player
who makes the team based on placement but choose to move down player #11 would
automatically make the team and the coach could choose from 12-16.

When determining more than two teams, additional days may be required to finalize the rosters.
When the subsequent teams are scheduled to play at the same level (i.e. two B2 teams), then the
coaches at that level will meet to divide the players into the final rosters. If the subsequent teams
will not play at the same level (i.e.a B2 and a C team), then the evaluator’s scores will be used in
the same way they were for the top team. Additionally, if the coach for the 2nd team is
determined, then the same process will be used as with the top team.

At each tryout session, one evaluator will be identified as the goalie evaluator. Efforts will be
made to ensure that this evaluator has goaltending experience. The goalies will be evaluated at
all tryout sessions. The top evaluated goalie will be placed on the top team unless the evaluator
states that there is no clear top goalie.  At that point the head coach will have final say.

If a player registers for CLHA hockey after the tryouts have concluded, they will be placed on
the lowest team at that level.

If a player misses tryouts without an approved absence, then they will earn the same score as the
lowest evaluated player during the missed session. An excused absence will result in no score for
that session. Thus the player’s overall score will be an average score of the sessions they can
attend. If they miss all tryout sessions, with an excused absence such as an injury, and they return



to play before Dec 1, then the coaches at that level will assess the player’s ability and place them
on the appropriate team.

Players in their first year at a level who can’t return by December 1 will be placed on the lowest
team. If it is a second year player at that level, then they will be rostered at the same level as the
previous year.

During tryouts, all discussions regarding players will be done in the presence of a member of the
CLHA Board who does not have a child playing at that level. Their role is to oversee the fairness
of the conversations.

Parents may not engage the evaluators while tryouts are taking place on the ice.

The VP of Hockey Operations is the final say on all teams.

WAIVER AND MOVE UP POLICY

CLHA makes every effort for all players to play only with their grade/age-appropriate peers at all
levels. In circumstances for summer birthdays, this may require CLHA to “waiver” players to
play up because they are young for their grade. Such waive ups shall be automatic at the request
of the player’s parents.

When the numbers are deemed low for teams-players and/or goalies the CLHA Vice President,
the Director of Youth/Girls Hockey and the coaches of any affected teams will work together to
give some players the option to “play up” Parent requested waivers to “play up” are not generally
granted and shall be reserved for only the rarest and most exceptional of generationally talented
athletes.

HIGH SCHOOL :WAIVER/REFUND POLICY

In order to receive a partial refund if a player makes the High School team after registering and
paying for his/her CLHA fees, all Bantam/U15 players who intend to try out for the Chisago
Lakes High School hockey team(s) MUST submit an email to the CLHA Registrar declaring the
players Intent to Tryout for the High School Program prior to CLHA Tryouts.


